
  

 
The winning works of the INHORGENTA AWARD 2023 
High Jewelry / Pavit Gujral / Crab Earrings:  
These statement earrings are very bold, colorful and dynamic. The earrings are set in 18K 
Gold • 22.90cts of Heart Brilliant Tanzanites • 10.49cts of Orange Sapphires • 2.30cts of Pink 
Sapphires • 3.65cts of Rubies • 0.68cts of Yellow Sapphires • 0.61cts of Diamond Briolettes • 
5.55cts of Round Brilliant Diamonds.  pavitgujral.com 

Fine Jewelry / BINDER Jewellery / Perception Collection:  
The unique design of the Perception collection plays with the perception of our eye and 
symbolizes a change of perspective. At first glance, the expressive 3-D look does not reveal 
the exact shape of the chain - if we look at the details from different perspectives when 
putting on the chain, we learn to perceive the piece of jewelry in a new way. Striking and 
dynamic elements transform the chain into a stylistic highlight, creating a balance between 
lightness and a powerful presence. Perception will be available in 750 yellow gold as well as 
in 925 silver & 925 silver black rhodium. binder-jewellery.com 

Designer of the Year / Theodora D. / Flamenco Ring:  
Sculptural jewelry, handcrafted to fit perfectly as a chevalier for the right hand. Inspired by 
the fire and its movement, reflecting the earthly energy and the passion. Resembling the 
folds of the flamenco fabric and thus creating the impression of fluidity. Perpetual flow, 
energy of passion and fire flows through its folds. Crafted with the highest attention to detail. 
The flamenco ring is made in gold vermeil 18K silver 950. theodorad.com 

Gemstone Design / Gerhard Hahn / bi-color Saphir:  
Origin probably Madagascar. This bi-color sapphire is unique in the world. Bi-color sapphires 
are usually found with two colors in the stone, which are distributed like patches and do not 
represent clear color boundaries. It is roughly comparable to a color boundary like in a 
Watermelon Tourmaline. Modified Brilliant / Stepcut. gerhardhahn.com 

Fashion Jewelry / Boltenstern / FABNORA Mix and Match Ohrringe: 
FABNORA earrings are a surprising combination of feather-light 3D-printed pendants and 
handcrafted precious metal components. The multi-faceted and colorful pieces are a 
kaleidoscope of sensual experiences that combine in soft geometries and shapes in constant 
motion. The interchangeable 3D printed pendants with a delicate interwoven structure can be 
hooked onto various creoles or plugs. As light as a feather, the pendants embody wearing 
comfort and individual appearance for the wearer. The pendants are available in a wide 
range of colors and shapes to match any outfit - from a simple daytime look to a glamorous 
evening. Materials: Recycled 925 sterling silver and recycled 925 sterling silver gold plated 
Super lightweight 3D printed polyamide Austrian crystal. boltenstern.com/de 

Design Newcomer of the Year / Margret Hipp / PISCIS:   
The ear jewelry is inspired by Max Ernst's artwork "Bone Forest". The basic idea is based on 
the bones of a fish. Each consisting of 7 individual elements that form a unit by a size 
progression, and thus move elegantly. Design with 3D printing technology, were cast 
movable in one piece. Particularly light, because thin-walled - thus high wearing comfort. 
goldschmiedeschule.de 

Watch Design of the Year / Uhrenfabrik Junghans / Junghans 1972 Competition:  
The limited special edition 1972 Competition embodies Junghans' decades-long quest for fair 
sports timekeeping. Driven by the knowledge that only precise timekeeping can bring 
equality of opportunity, Junghans has been honing ever more accurate instruments for 
recording competition times since the early 20th century. With its oval case shape and top-
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positioned controls in the style of a hand-held stopwatch, the 1972 Competition speaks the 
design language of its legendary model. Modeled on a console watch, the case turns 
towards the viewer so that the exposed pushers are easy to operate. 

Thus, the design of the watch refers to the popular collector's item known among 
connoisseurs as the "Junghans Bullhead Chronograph" - but interprets details in a modern 
and contemporary way. The geometry is exciting, complex and ergonomically sophisticated: 
The oval case meets circular elements and at the same time turns to the viewer's gaze in 
console form. In the style of a hand-held stopwatch, the operating elements are placed 
prominently on the top and are thus particularly easy to reach. www.junghans.de 

Best Jeweler of the Year / Sebastian Frost / Smykke Concept Store: 
Sebastian Frost mit seinem Geschäft in dem kleinen Fischerdorf Listed an der Ostküste 
Bornholms in Dänemark. Das weiße Zweckstilgebäude am Hafen bildet seit 1999 den 
Rahmen um seine Produktion von exklusiven, handgemachten Schmuckstücken – heute als 
„Smykke Concept Store“ ausgebaut mit Café und Bar. Against all odds! Das beschreibt die 
Story des Konzepts. Von Anfang an, als Sebastian Frost als 22-Jähriger direkt nach der 
Gesellenprüfung nach Dänemark gezogen ist und in einem der kleinsten Dörfer der Insel im 
östlichsten Teil Dänemarks ein Geschäft mit handgefertigtem Unikatschmuck zu etablieren. 
So hat er dann Schritt für Schritt das Konzept angepasst, Stammkundschaft aus aller Welt 
aufgebaut und verkauft nicht nur Schmuck und Uhren, sondern lädt die Kunden ein, Gäste 
zu sein. Gerade in der heutigen Zeit, wo mehr und mehr vom Tod des Einzelhandels die 
Rede ist, macht es ihm Spaß, mit neuen Ideen gegen den Trend zu gehen. Er geht dem 
Kunden entgegen und spricht ihn da an, wo er in Kaufbereitschaft ist. Wenn die Sonne 
scheint, man im Urlaub und in Urlaubsstimmung ist, genau da sind die Kunden, die auch die 
ökonomischen Mittel haben und dazu bereit sind, sich selbst zu verwöhnen. 
visualbornholm.com/de/steder/sebastian-frost 

Retailers Choice – Best Watch / Casio Europe / G-SHOCK GM-B2100GD5AER: 
Stainless steel watch with rose gold IP finish. The GM-B2100 is the first all-metal watch from 
the iconic G-SHOCK 2100 series. It perfectly embodies the identity of the very first G-
SHOCK watch: the DW-5000C. The high-quality stainless steel watch with screwed case 
back as well as its octagonal bezel and stainless steel bracelet, offers not only a distinctive 
design, but also plenty of function. Whether selecting and indicating the world time, 
countdown timer until the next meeting, phone finder or high-precision time measurement 
down to the hundredth of a second, this analog-digital watch is a reliable companion for 
excursions by day and night. It also offers water resistance up to 20 bar. casio.com/de 

Retailers Choice – Best Piece of Jewelery / egf Manufaktur / Precious Heritage: 
The "Precious Heritage" rings celebrate the materials, special techniques and above all the 
craftsmanship of the employees. They are designs that are not created on the drawing board 
but in intensive exchange with specialists directly in the manufactory. This collection is an 
expression of the high standards of craftsmanship and at the same time a sign of the joy of 
creating jewelry. The specially developed particularly bright "RiverPlatinum" was used as the 
basis. The rings are two contrasting interpretations of our Heritage collection, which together 
form a harmonious unit. egf.biz 
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